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Abstract. We show how to prepare graphene samples on a glass substrate with the anodic bonding method. In this method, a graphite precursor in flake form is bonded to a glass substrate with the help of an electrostatic field and then cleaved off to leave few layer graphene on the substrate. Now that several methods are available for producing graphene, the relevance of our method is in its simplicity and practicality for producing graphene samples of about 100 \( \mu \)m lateral dimensions. This method is also extensible to other layered materials. We discuss some detailed aspects of the fabrication and results from Raman spectroscopy, local probe microscopy, and transport measurements on these samples.
1. Introduction

The discovery of graphene [1, 2] has led to a frenetic development of the field[3], motivated by the spectacular results obtained by various groups and also by the potential that graphene may have with respect to future applications in microelectronics. Several methods [4] have now been developed for producing graphene, including the original methods of epitaxial growth on SiC substrates[1] and micro-mechanical cleaving[2]. More recent methods include exfoliation [5, 6] and CVD growth on metallic substrates[7, 8].

Each of these methods is relevant for specific applications and here we present a method of fabrication of graphene that we have developed which may be classified as a variant of micro-mechanical cleaving. As we have shown in an earlier publication[9] we obtain high quality samples of few layer graphene on Pyrex glass substrates. The quality is seen both from the Raman spectra and from transport measurements. The dimensions that we obtain are typically from a few tens to a few hundred microns for monolayer and bilayer samples while we have obtained trilayer samples of mm size[9]. A further advantage of this method is that it can be used, as in the case of micro-mechanical cleaving, for fabricating ultra-thin samples of virtually any layered material in a straightforward manner.

Our aim in this paper is to provide a critical analysis of this method including aspects of fabrication such that the reader may have the necessary elements for replicating it, followed by results of characterization of samples thus obtained. In section 2 we give a brief introduction to the anodic bonding method and its application to the fabrication of ultra-thin samples of layered materials. In section 3 we give results from the Raman characterization of these samples including examples of Raman ‘mapping’. In section 4 we show results from local probe microscopy on these samples and discuss some Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) results. Finally in section 5 we discuss some transport measurements on simple Field Effect Transistor (FET) devices.

2. Anodic bonding and sample fabrication

Anodic bonding is a much employed technique in the silicon industry [10] and is still widely used [11] for bonding glass to conductive material owing to the good bond quality (silicon-on-insulator bonding or SOI bonding). It allows the joining of two solids without intervening layers like glue and is typically performed between a sodium-bearing glass substrate (for example Pyrex 7740 from Corning) and a silicon wafer, the two materials being fairly well matched in terms of thermal expansion. At high temperatures, (i, 200°C) Na₂O in Pyrex glass decomposes into one O₂⁻ and two Na⁺ ions. The mobility of the smaller sodium ions is high and the presence of an electric field (the applied potential difference being typically of the order of 1.7 kV) across the glass substrate [12] makes them migrate towards the cathode at its back. They leave behind a negative space charge in the region of the interface arising from the static oxygen ions. These
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create an electrostatic field with the positive charges in the silicon wafer. Since the space charge layer is typically a few hundred nanometers to a few microns thick, the field created across this layer is very high and pulls the wafer into intimate contact with the substrate, ultimately leading to the formation of stable Si-O-Si bonds and resulting in a wafer bonded to the glass substrate.

Conducting materials which readily oxidize can thus be bonded to Pyrex substrates through a similar mechanism. In the case of graphite the initial bonding is predominantly electrostatic in nature as we will show with the help of our Raman results in section 3. This is also borne out by the fact that the Raman spectra do not show any sign of formation of graphene oxide. The nature of the two surfaces to be bonded is of importance and a thorough cleaning of the glass substrate with standard laboratory procedure is necessary. We use graphite flake precursors of mineral origin. HOPG graphite for example is not an ideal precursor as graphene obtained from it rarely exceeds lateral dimensions of a few micrometers. We have had good results both from flakes obtained from Madagascar graphite as well as small (typically mm size) graphite inclusions in calcite. The flake must be carefully cleaved before being put into contact with the clean glass surface so as to insure a clean interface. The substrate must contain alkali ions which are mobile under certain conditions and we have used various borosilicate glasses and obtained good results. The surface to be bonded of course needs to be optically polished. Other than these precautions, the bonding can be carried out in normal laboratory surroundings.

We have consistently obtained good results for an interface temperature of 200-250°C and an applied potential difference between the cathode on the glass substrate and the anode in contact with graphite in the range of 1700-1800 kV. The typical time of application of the potential difference is ten minutes at the end of which the flake is effectively bonded to the substrate. The last step in the procedure is to cleave the flake off the glass substrate using either a scalpel blade or adhesive tape or both. Visual identification with the help of a microscope is then sufficient to isolate graphene remaining on the substrate often in the company of thicker graphite flakes. This identification is somewhat more difficult than in the case of a SiO$_2$/Si substrate because it is based only on optical contrast. This is the reason that our optical micrographs do not resemble the ‘standard’ ones for graphene on SiO$_2$/Si substrates. With experience one can identify monolayer samples, and few layer samples are easily visible.

3. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy has fast become a method of choice both for characterizing graphene samples as shown by several early papers [13, 14], as well as studying electron phonon coupling in graphene [15] and its variation with doping. Indeed the 2D lineshape is very sensitive to the number of layers in the graphene sample. The lineshape also depends on the nature of the substrate [16, 9], typically in a bilayer the multiple peak nature is more obvious in graphene bilayers on SiO$_2$/Si substrates. Here we show
two examples of the application of Raman mapping of our graphene samples. Raman maps and spectra were acquired using a Renishaw InVia Reflex microspectrometer. A 514 nm Laser Physics argon laser was focused on the sample by a DMLM Leica microscope with a 50x (NA=0.75) objective. The Rayleigh diffusion was eliminated by edge filters and the signal was finally dispersed using a 1800 gr/mm grating. In the first example we show how optical identification of graphene is corroborated by Raman measurements. In the second we show measurements on a sample which is doped in-situ due to strong electrostatic interaction with the substrate. It is now well-known that doping of graphene provokes a shift in the G and 2D lines \[17, 18\]. The G line shift is a reliable method for extracting a corresponding doping level. Notably, in bilayer graphene doping can induce a splitting of the G line \[18\].

In Figure 1(a) we show an optical micrograph of a graphene sample which is a monolayer island (darker part of the image) inside a bilayer. The Raman map of a part of the sample is shown in Figure 1(b). The color code corresponds to the width of the 2D line and clearly demarcates the bilayer part from the monolayer. The representative line shapes for this sample are shown in Figure 1(c), both for the G line and the 2D line.

In Figure 2(a) we show an optical monograph of a large monolayer sample with small parts of bilayer and thicker graphene towards the top edge. In Figure 2(b) we show the corresponding Raman map of the sample where the colour code is based on fits of the measured spectra in the terms of reference spectra for monolayer (dark blue), bilayer (light blue) and few layer (white). Here we find that both the G and 2D lines are consistently shifted with respect to the values expected for undoped graphene.

In Figure 2(c) we show representative spectra for the G line and the 2D line in the monolayer, bilayer and few layer parts of the sample. The few layer graphene has an average thickness of 2 nm as measured by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and should correspond to four layers. The shift in the Raman lines is considerable (G peak at 1611 cm\(^{-1}\), 2D peak at 2706 cm\(^{-1}\) as seen, for example in comparison to the values shown for...
Figure 2. (a) Optical micrograph of a monolayer sample with thicker graphene layers towards the top edge of the photo. (b) Raman map of the same sample where the colour code is determined by fitting the spectrum measured at each point with respect to spectra measured on the monolayer (dark blue), bilayer (light blue) and few layer (white) parts of the sample. (c) Representative Raman spectra from the three area in the sample.

the first sample in Figure 1 and by comparison with theoretical estimations and earlier experimental data of doping as a function of gate voltage [18, 19, 17] we estimate the number of doped holes to be $4.5 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$. Most interestingly, we find that the bilayer G line is consistently split (1585 cm$^{-1}$ and 1600 cm$^{-1}$) as predicted by calculations and the intrinsic doping estimation from the shifts of the G and 2D lines for the monolayer as well as the bilayer is coherent.

Graphene samples are often intrinsically doped due to interaction with the substrate [16]. In our samples in general we do not find large shifts of the Raman lines. However, since our samples are bonded due to an electrostatic interaction we can expect enhanced interaction with the charged substrate, though one would expect this charging and hence the interaction to decay over time. We have found large shifts in the Raman lines in a few samples, as the one presented here. The enhanced intrinsic doping is a strong indication of the electrostatic nature of the bonding process in our samples as the space charge layer formed at the interface during the bonding acts as a polarized bottom gate.

4. Local probe microscopy

We performed room temperature UHV STM imaging on some of our samples and observed different phenomena related to defects and layer decoupling. The samples were initially earthed with photolithographically deposited gold contacts. However photolithography was found to considerably degrade the sample surface requiring additional annealing and cleaning and we now prefer to use mechanical masks to evaporate the gold contacts onto the sample and substrate.
In Figure 3(a) we show a large sample of graphene (about 100 \( \mu m \) in lateral dimensions). The darkest portions of the image correspond to the glass substrate and the lighter parts correspond to graphene layers. Raman spectra measured on two spots on this thinnest layer are shown in Figure 3(c). The measured lineshape of the 2D line resembles that of a single peak and hence one could conclude that the sample is a monolayer. However the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is large (48 cm\(^{-1}\)) and could indicate a bilayer since the bilayer 2D line is a composite of more than one peak. The issue is resolved by confrontation with the surface topography obtained by AFM and with the images of the local density of states obtained by STM. An AFM scan of a portion of the sample indicated by a square in Figure 3(a), is shown in Figure 3(b). The average step height measured between the graphene and the substrate is about 1.2 nm indicating that we have indeed a bilayer sample.

In Figure 4 we present some room temperature UHV STM images of our graphene samples. Figure 4(a) represents a moiré pattern obtained on the sample in Figure 3, confirming that it cannot be single layer graphene since the moiré pattern originates from a rotational misalignment between two superimposed graphene layers. In the large area STM scan shown here (the spots are not those of the equivalent graphite lattice, the lateral dimension of the scan being 90 nm) we observe two adjacent moiré domains differing by the periodicity of the spots and thus by the interlayer rotational misalignment. The relation[20] between the period D of the superlattice and the rotation angle \( \theta \) of the two layers is \( D = \frac{d}{2 \sin \theta / 2} \), where d is the period of the original lattice. The upper domain has a lattice parameter of \( a = 11 \) nm and a misalignment angle \( \theta = 2.56^\circ \), and the lower domain a lattice parameter of 15 nm and a misalignment angle \( \theta = 1.87^\circ \). This also explains why the Raman 2D line has a lineshape reminiscent...
of the monolayer since this interlayer rotation would also electronically decouple one layer from the other. Other moiré patterns were also observed, with lattices parameters from 2.2 nm up to 42 nm, and corresponding to rotational angles from 12.84° to 0.67°.

**Figure 4.** (a) moiré domains imaged on the bilayer, indicating rotational misalignment between the layers for which we can calculate the angle (see text). (b) Fe atoms were deposited on the surface of the samples and on a thicker edge corresponding to few layer graphene we could observe perturbations in the local density of states introduced by an isolated defect. These perturbations are seen to be screened over a distance of 2-4 nm yielding the equivalent graphite lattice away from the defect. (c) A zoom into three areas from the image in (b) showing different surface patterns for the local density of states. Area 1 corresponds to the $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3} R30$ LDOS surface pattern while areas 2 and 3 are more subtle variations of this electronic reconstruction. (d) A monolayer graphene sample should have a signature honeycomb STM image and this is what we observe in this figure. The inset show a profile along the white line in the figure showing neighboring carbon atoms.

In order to investigate the effect of local perturbations on the measured Local Density of States (LDOS) in graphene we deposited a small quantity of Fe (nominally 0.2 ML) on this graphene sample. On large scale STM images the appearance of scattered dots confirmed the presence of Fe atoms or clusters on the graphene surface, similar to those observed on iron doped graphite[21]. On a thicker edge of the sample corresponding to few layer graphene, we were able to image periodic oscillations in
the local density of states induced by an isolated defect corresponding very probably to a Fe cluster (Figure 4(b)). The defect induces oscillations with a global three fold symmetry corresponding to similar earlier observations [22]. The superlattices formed have a lattice parameter $\sqrt{3}$ times greater and are rotated with $30^\circ$ with respect to the graphite lattice ($\sqrt{3}\times\sqrt{3}R30$ LDOS reconstruction). These oscillations are screened out away from the defect over distances of 2-4 nm.

The rich screening pattern surrounding such defects, has attracted theoretical attention in the past in the case of graphite and requires the calculation of local density of states. This is obtained by solving for the electronic structure of the graphite/graphene lattice with the relevant local perturbations (a non trivial problem). We observe here that the internal structure of the defect (a closer look will reveal that there are two maxima in the STM image of the defect) provokes different patterns in the oscillations as explained by Mizes et al. [22]. In Figure 4(c) we show three different examples of these patterns.

Finally in Figure 4(d) we show an STM image of the expected honeycomb structure from a monolayer graphene sample. Though this honeycomb structure is a signature of an uncoupled graphene layer we have also observed it in few layer graphene, and even in graphite. This is possible [23] if the imaged portion under the STM tip is indeed decoupled from the underlying layers.

5. Transport measurements

In this last section we give typical results for transport measurements conducted on simple field effect transistor devices made from anodic bonded graphene. We show device characteristics of a top-gated monolayer (inset of Figure 5(b))and bilayer (inset of Figure 5(a)) graphene samples. These were patterned using photolithography and Au/Cr (30/10 nm) bilayer deposition. By measuring the resistance in two and four-point configurations the average contact resistance is estimated to be of the order of 50 ohms. For the gating of our devices we use electrochemical top-gating with a solid (Polyethylene oxide/LiClO$_4$) electrolyte [17] which allows high doping levels with low gate voltages. On the addition of the electrolyte the sample resistance increases, possibly due to the addition of impurities.

In Figure 5 we show the square resistance of our devices calculated using the corresponding aspect ratio. The charge neutrality peak, characteristic of few-layer graphene, is found at gate voltages of 0.51V for the monolayer and 0.3 V for the bilayer. I-V characteristics (shown for the bilayer) between source and drain show linear behavior, excluding Schottky barriers at the contacts, and expectedly reflect the drop in resistance due to the field effect doping.

The solid electrolyte is based on the diffusion of Li ions and on the application of a reasonable (generally 2 volts or below) voltage between the gate and the source or drain electrode. The charge appearing on the gate electrode causes ionic diffusion in the solid electrolyte and the formation of a Debye layer over a characteristic distance
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corresponding to charge separation for the electrolyte. This distance is typically 1 or 2 nm for our case and since the Debye layer screens the applied field, it is also the effective distance over which the field is applied to the graphene sample. It can be seen that this field can be almost one order of magnitude higher with respect to standard dielectrics used since the latter are often much thicker. This is a considerable advantage. However there are also some drawbacks including the fact that the diffusion of Li ions is suppressed at low temperatures which means that to change the doping in the sample, one has to apply the corresponding gate voltage at room temperature.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. Resistance as a function of top gate voltage for devices pictured in the inset. In the inset for figure 5 (b) we show as measured I-V characteristics as a function of the gate voltage. (a) bilayer, (b) monolayer.

6. Conclusion and Perspectives

The straightforward question that one can ask is the relevance of another method for making graphene. We hope to have shown that the method that we present is a simple and practical way of producing good quality and large area graphene on an insulating substrate for laboratory purposes. The graphene can only be as ‘good’ as the precursor used and the maximum size that we can hope to obtain for our samples is also limited by the quality of the precursor which means roughly mm size. This is however largely sufficient for most laboratory and research applications. We are now working on ways of transposing these graphene samples on other substrates, with a preference for mechanical transposition since chemical treatment often leaves unwanted residue on the sample which alters its electronic and mechanical properties.

Finally, as we have already stated, the method can also be used for producing ultra-thin films of other layered substances. We have prepared few atomic layer thick films of NbSe$_2$ and InSe for example and this aspect is particularly interesting. In only a few years graphene has become a huge and well trodden research field. However the
discovery of graphene has opened up the general field of two dimensional materials and their intriguing properties and this field is still largely unexplored.
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